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I.

INTRODUCTION
In a general sense, domestic business attraction and foreign business attraction are very similar.
The regional EDO wants to know: What determinants matter in attracting foreign investment to
my region?
Just as is the case with domestic business attraction, categories of determinants include regional
assets (such as factor costs and transportation infrastructure) that are not easily transformed, as
well as programs, policies and practices that are controllable that can increase success in landing
FDI.
From the foreign company’s point of view, FDI location decisions are high risk and therefore
complex: which location will best address our goals/objectives, while minimizing cost, uncertainty,
and risk?
Unlike domestic business attraction, interviewees claim that foreign site selection is not purely
number-driven. Qualitative assessments of risk and uncertainty play a large role in FDI. Thus, while
foreign companies also care about clusters and transportation infrastructure, factors such as
whether or not expats are in the area and a feeling of welcome by EDOs and government officials
are also potential determinants for foreign prospects.
What factors influence FDI site-selection can be discussed by the stage of the decision-making
process:
A. Deciding to invest in the U.S. or North America (versus other global regions)
B. Selecting a short list of sites within the U.S.
C. Final decision
Stage A is discussed in Section II of this paper. Stages B and C are discussed in Section III. Section
IV addresses general and overarching insights such as:


FDI site selection decisions are based on a portfolio of factors.



Although some factors were cited more often as key in FDI decisions than others (such as
the existence of a cluster and/or proximity to suppliers or customers), foreign investor
objectives – and therefore the determinants that matter to the company – and even the
company’s assessment of site factors can vary significantly. This is obviously true from
industry to industry, but can also be true within an industry, between competitors.
This can make FDI strategies for EDOs challenging to develop but should also be a source of
optimism for regions: you don’t have to compete with world-class metros, your particular
set of attributes will be attractive to the right foreign prospects.
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Methodology
We used a number of sources to develop this paper, approaching this topic from roughly three
different perspectives. Dozens of secondary sources such as academic research papers, articles,
Brookings resources, etc. provided a broad baseline for the topic. A dataset made up of specific
FDI announcements from which we extracted valuable insight on what foreign investors were
reporting as key determinants for their site selection, provided the investor point of view. (See
Appendix) Lastly, we incorporated on-the-ground observations from interviews with practitioners:
regional EDOs, state trade organizations, and consultants in the field (site selection and foreign
reps).
II.

PRIMARY REASONS FOR INVESTING IN THE U.S.
Dunning 20091 - described four categories of reasons for FDI and we identified one more:
1. Market access and proximity to customers
2. Strategic asset
3. Resource-seeking
4. Efficiency
5. Mitigating risk related to currency fluctuation
Foreign company goals/objectives in FDI in the U.S. may focus primarily on one of these factors or
may include a combination. For example, a Chinese methane company wanting access to shale
deposits (resource-seeking) in part for export back to its home-country, also planned to target U.S.
methane users (market access) while additionally improving its company know-how through U.S.
expertise (strategic asset).
1) Market Access and Proximity to Customers
Proximity to customers is a key reason for investing in the U.S., according to the literature:
 CFO Insourcing Survey 2016: Top Drivers of Global Investment: …CFOs reported that "being
close to new customers…[has] the largest impact on determining where they will prioritize
future investment."
 Faces of Chinese Investment, 2012: "Gaining proximity to your core customer base is an
important reason to invest in the United States. Shortening the time required to bring your
product to market can also make your business more attractive to potential U.S.
customers."
For most of the specific FDI examples we examined, this category was cited as the reason for
investing in the U.S. for industries including: Auto (OEMs and suppliers to OEMs), food, building
materials, printing, and banking/insurance, etc.
Proximity to customers allows global companies to better serve its U.S. (or North American)
customers. Examples:

Dunning, J. (2009). Location and the multinational enterprise: A neglected factor? Journal of International Business Studies, 40(1), 5–19 ;
NOTE: John Dunning is a noted economist who helped to explain international business strategy. His “eclectic paradigm” is still used today.
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German packaging equipment manufacturer expanded its facility to add a training center
because training would lead to "greater customer success with their [company] machines"
Reduces customer fulfillment lead time as well as transportation costs- Faces of Chinese
Investment, 2012: Chinese heavy equipment manufacturer previously exported to the U.S.
but investing in a facility here allowed it to “reduce the time needed to bring its products to
customers.”
Reduces risk of supply chain interruptions - Toyota claimed that a "driving force" of an
expansion in Kentucky was the manufacturing disruption caused by the 2011 tsunami, which
affected its U.S. customers. In addition, it can be difficult to serve the U.S. market without
local manufacturing for products that are high mix or have a high variability of demand
(make/customize/configure to order) or are part of a JIT/lean supply chain (Stone &
Associates, 2004)

Proximity to customers also helps foreign companies to develop products or marketing that
better suits the U.S. market. Examples from Faces of Chinese Investment, 2012, include:
 Apparel manufacturer wanted to tap the large U.S. market for performance sportswear but
was unsuccessful through traditional retailing. Establishing a facility in Chicago and finding a
U.S. partner allowed it to focus on “understanding the preferences of U.S. consumers and
structuring business and marketing plans to effectively meet these tastes.”
 Large appliance manufacturer said of investing in U.S. manufacturing: “While it is likely that
pure costs associated with manufacturing in the United States are higher than in some other
countries, you must weigh the benefits of being located in the United States can give to your
long-term operations, through … greater understanding of the market and its unique tastes
and preferences.” And “… the experience of learning about customers’ expectations and the
association with peers in the industry has unquestionably made [the company] more
competitive.
And lastly, foreign companies can avoid duties by locating in the U.S. (or within NAFTA or CAFTA
regions). Examples:
 Chinese solar module manufacturer claimed the U.S. facility would allow it to target the U.S.
market while mitigating duties and avoiding "dumping" allegations
 Canadian yarn-spinning/apparel manufacturer took advantage of the “Central America Free
Trade Agreement, which allows for the duty-free importation of finished goods made from
yarn spun in the U.S. and six Central American countries”
2) Strategic asset:
Access to know-how related assets (scientific, technological expertise, highly developed skills)
can be a compelling driver of U.S. FDI. Examples:
 Faces of Chinese Investment, 2012: "If your focus is on R&D, seek out areas that have deep
talent pools in your sector. Cost is probably not the main factor to consider; emphasize the
availability of the talent you will need to drive your research activities."
 Size, Location and Agglomeration of Inward FDI, 2012: "...research has shown that low
wages have been an important factor in attracting FDI in non-Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries; but within the OECD, FDI has been attracted
to high-skill, high- wage locations (BLONIGEN et al., 2007)."
 German laser company acquired a "highly innovative" U.S. supplier
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Pharma companies from multiple countries cited the desire for such factors as "access to
one of the U.S.’s top life sciences communities," or "proximity to superior research and
medical facilities"

Acquiring technological expertise may be particularly important for Chinese companies:
 Bird’s Eye View- Comparing Chinese Investment, 2016: "One critical driver of Chinese
investment activity in North America and Europe since the mid-2000s, and particularly over
the past three years, is a strategic push for upgrading technology and know-how... North
America and Europe offer an abundance of companies with world-class technology, knowhow and talent, and Chinese investors are increasingly tapping those assets through both
acquisitions and greenfield investment in R&D facilities."
 Faces of Chinese Investment, 2012:
o Chinese telecom wanted to “utilize American talent and innovation to conduct R&D.”
o Chinese heavy equipment manufacturer: “There are deep R&D resources in the U.S.,
and while hiring locally can be expensive, it can add tremendous value to your business
in the long term.”
o Chinese aluminum manufacturer: "To produce high-end aluminum extrusion products,
[company] needs access to top-notch industrial equipment and management and
technical expertise."
o Chinese auto/solar company wanted “advanced technology, engineering talent, and
strong quality control and design”
3) Resource-seeking
Access to resources such as raw materials, agricultural or seafood products is also a factor:
 Bird’s Eye View- Comparing Chinese Investment, 2016: “Most Chinese companies are still
focused on [North America or Europe] ... preferences are partially attributed to … resource
deposits ...”
 In recent years, a number of foreign companies invested in the U.S. to take advantage of
U.S. shale resources, but other U.S. mining resources have also been targeted, such as
uranium in Wyoming.
 In an interview, a Montana state trade organization described foreign companies in their
state as targeting agriculture (e.g. high-quality wheat and beef).
4) Efficiency
This essentially translates to seeking FDI to lower costs (for example the outflow of U.S.
manufacturers moving to China beginning more than a decade ago). There is a low probability
that this factor is the primary reason for investing in the U.S., except when efficiencies come
from technology-related productivity or highly skilled workers.
However, minimizing operating costs can be a key determinant in choosing a site within a region
(North America) or a within a country (state or county), as discussed below.
5) Mitigating risk related to currency fluctuation
We added this category to Dunning’s list. Examples include:
 In the 2013 Toyota FDI expansion cited above, analysts claimed that building in the U.S.
reduced the risk of a strong yen which would undermine profits (when cars are made in
Japan and sold in the U.S.).
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III.

Hyundai’s investment in U.S. manufacturing (Alabama) was also driven by currency risk
mitigation (Stone & Associates).

SITE SELECTION FACTORS WITHIN THE U.S.
Once a foreign company decides to invest in the U.S., it typically determines a short list of sites
within the country to assess. Determinants are discussed below.
In some cases, a factor (or combination of factors) may be site requirements for a foreign investor,
in other cases they may not matter at all. This list is not in order of importance because each
prospect has its own set of objectives and priorities for its investment and its company goals in
general and has its own unique set of circumstances (e.g. resources). In other words, the
importance of each determinant is unique to the investor.
As is the case with a domestic company, once a foreign prospect has a short list of sites, it begins
the process of whittling down the candidate locations. One interviewee described this as “looking
for reasons to take sites off the list.” Once on the short list, any of the determinants discussed in
this section may also be the factor that “closes the deal.”
From the point of view of the EDO trying to improve its FDI success rate, the fixed / slow changing
assets (#1-8 below) are difficult or impossible to change in the short run. On the other hand, many
successful EDOs describe some of their Programs, Policies, Practices (#9 below) as key
contributors to their success in attracting FDI.
Section IV will discuss the complexity of the selection process more fully.
Fixed / slow changing assets
1. Concentration or agglomeration in specific industries or supply chains, i.e. clusters. Specific
benefits include:
1.i. Supply chain - upstream, being near suppliers or sources of raw material or specialized
equipment or support
1.ii. Supply chain - downstream / customer proximity
1.iii. Workforce with cluster-specific skills
1.iv. Research institutions / academic institutions / technical partners
2. Proximity or distance from other company facilities and HQ
2.i. Proximity to home country
2.ii. Proximity to other company sites /facilities
2.iii. Distance from other company sites – to better serve the U.S. market
3. Geographic position to serve customer base effectively
4. Quality of life, including proximity to large cities
5. Transportation infrastructure
6. Familiarity, residents from home country; previous investment from home country
6.i. Residents from home country in area; previous investment from home country in area
6.ii. Other familiarity with location (e.g. time spent in the U.S. as a student)
7. Factor costs and taxes and other operating factors (e.g. utility rates, labor cost / unionization,
real estate availability and cost, utility infrastructure, taxes, regulatory)
5
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7.i. Availability of real estate, including necessary utility infrastructure
8. Workforce – general skills and availability
Controllable determinants
9. Programs, Policies and Practices
9.i. Fast Start or Site Readiness programs
9.ii. Workforce training
9.iii. Sister Cities Programs
9.iv. Welcoming and supportive environment and message
9.v. Investment promotion spending in general, including having an investment promotion
agency
9.vi. Aftercare programs
9.vii. Incentives
9.viii. EB-5 and other immigration programs
9.ix. Salesmanship
1. Concentration or agglomeration in specific industries or supply chains, i.e. clusters
Clusters in general: academic literature often cites "agglomeration" as a key site selection
determinant for foreign companies (as well as domestic), highlighting multiple benefits of
investing near a cluster or concentration of companies in an industry or supply chain:
 Why Do Some Multinational Corporations Relocate Their Headquarters Overseas, 2006:
“There are well- established theories of agglomeration in the literature, and it is now
accepted that proximity to specialized labor, complementary suppliers and customers, and
access to knowledge spillovers are all important benefits to the firm (Marshall, 1890; Porter,
1990).”
 Regional FDI Potential, 2012: “The most important [FDI location] factor is the agglomeration
economies….” “The significance of agglomeration effects to explain FDI location choices has
also been acknowledged by many researchers (Dunning, 1997) ... clusters offer welldeveloped infrastructure, large markets, transportation facilities, and agglomeration
economies resulting from economies of scale and scope (Blackbourn, Taylor, & Thrift, 1982;
Vernon, 1974), thus attracting efficiency-seeking multinationals to the region. Links among
firms also give rise to various forms of localized externalities including potential synergies
(Scott, 1998; Storper, 1997), which could be important for multinationals seeking strategic
assets.”
In fact, one study (Size, Location and Agglomeration of Inward FDI, 2012) claimed that foreign
companies choose to site near clusters more often than domestic companies do. One study
offered this potential explanation: beyond the well-understood benefits of clusters in general, a
foreign company may want to locate near a cluster to reduce risk or unease:
 Chinese FDI in the U.S., 2013: “…when the situation is even less certain and even less
familiar (which is typically the case when an investment is of the greenfield variety), private
firms tend to hedge the risk by seeking out locations where industry - specific supports (i.e.,
industry clusters) are in place. This is a means of reducing the risk of the venture.”
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We identified a number of specific FDI examples that illustrate the multiple benefits of investing
near an existing cluster:
 Faces of Chinese Investment, 2012: Solar panel manufacturer chose a Phoenix, Arizona
suburb: “Many localities in the U.S. offer incentives, especially for companies in the
renewable energy industry, but these should not be the main deciding factor. For [us],
much more important was the ability to plug into this region’s growing “ecosystem” of
companies engaged in PV-related industries, including [our] customers. Operating a
manufacturing facility in close proximity to downstream and upstream solar companies in
the region made [this location] a cost-competitive choice for [us] and allowed the company
to access a healthy supply chain of PV products and services.”
 Canadian methanol producer said of its selection of Louisiana over other states with shale
deposits: “in addition to natural gas, ready supplies of hydrogen, oxygen and other
industrial gases exist in [the area]. [Furthermore, the area] possesses world-class gas
pipelines, tank farms and export terminal infrastructures.” The company CEO added that
the area is also a “large methanol-consuming region.”
 South African petrochemical manufacturer looking to “take advantage of cheap and
plentiful supplies of U.S. [natural] gas” described the site chosen in Louisiana as having:
“robust petrochemical experience and infrastructure – comparable to anywhere in world.”
Interviewees representing regions with robust clusters often cited clusters as a focus for FDI
attraction efforts (e.g. organizations from Florida, Nevada, Alabama, Indiana).
Specific benefits of investing near a cluster: Four specific benefits of investing in a cluster or
concentration are identified below, with examples:
1.i. Supply chain – upstream: proximity to suppliers, sources of raw material or specialized
equipment or support
 Japanese food processor expanded a plant in Virginia, saying: “[we] value our established
relationships in the vibrant Harrisonburg area business community including the
proximity to raw materials from the local poultry plants.”
 Faces of Chinese Investment, 2012: green power plant manufacturer established a facility
in Silicon Valley “to tap into California’s burgeoning polysilicon market.”
 A Montana interviewee cited a Japanese company producing product in their state using
local, “high quality” wheat and a Chinese company investing in a processing plant to
manufacture Montana beef products to be shipped back to China.
1.ii. Supply chain – downstream: proximity to customer base
 CFO Insourcing Survey, 2016: “Proximity to customers and access to talented employees
are the most important drivers when companies choose between regions in the United
States.”
 Pipe manufacturer serving oil & gas industry: “Ultimately, [we] selected Texas because
the state is a leader in the oil and gas industry and many of [our] customers and markets
are based near Corpus Christi.”
 A rural EDO consultant interviewed claimed that in cases of rural FDI, foreign companies
are often suppliers that choose to locate near its primary customer – the OEM.
1.iii. Skilled workforce related to the cluster or industry concentration (Note: overlaps with
III.1.iv. Proximity to research and academic institutions and technical partners)
Interviewees stressed that workforce availability is dependent on the specific skills a foreign
company requires. (Note: General availability of skilled workers is captured in III.8.)
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Site selection consultant: “…everyone tries to make the case for their quality workforce.
[But] workforce for what? Goes back to understanding who you are – or what types of
workers can be produced or attracted… heavy manufacturing, artisans of clothing, tech
talent, makers…”
International rep: “Workforce comes up over and over … Be specific to the [foreign
company] and their needs. If it is a textile company, don’t talk about aerospace workers
… Focus on the workforce that fits their specific industry and occupations…”
A consultant to EDOs described “Access to Talent” as one of 4 key drivers for all
economic development, including FDI. According to its website, “This factor drives … R&D
/high tech projects, and labor-intensive manufacturing projects…”

Many of the specific FDI examples we collected cited “workforce” skills stemming from specific
clusters or industries as key to their site decisions:
 Israeli manufacturer of raw material for plastic on selecting Evansville Indiana: "…
availability of a highly-skilled workforce with all the skill sets required for plastic
manufacturing … [was among the] key factors contributing to our decision."
 Indian IT company: "Getting access to the right kind of [IT] talents is key to the success of
this strategy and we are thrilled that we could source so much qualified local talent from
the Atlanta area.”
 Finnish pipe manufacturer: "Hutchinson (Minnesota) has a great reputation as a large
manufacturing community, with a large pool of skilled workers that can do operational
work."
 Canadian service/installation company that serves the pulp and paper industry will hire a
team of “millwrights”: “We chose northern New Hampshire because we know that labor
is available... The town and surrounding region also have an ample and skilled work force
that [we] can draw from…" New Hampshire – based on its forest resources – has a
history of paper/pulp mills and the company said that when hiring, it will prioritize
workers who are “55 and above because they have a lot of accumulated experience that
can be immediately put to use.”
 Faces of Chinese Investment, 2012:
o Green power plant manufacturer gave the following reasons for its R&D site
selection: “Washington state is home to many high-tech companies, reflecting the
high quality of technical talent available. It is also the home of a U.S. governmentsponsored national energy research laboratory.” Of its selection of California for
another R&D center it said: The “Silicon Valley [choice] reflects the deep pool of
technology talent available there. Even though Silicon Valley is more expensive than
Washington state, the advantage of having such a deep pool of talent makes it
feasible for [us] to add a new center there, while maintaining the existing center in
Washington state.”
o After acquiring a personal computer company, a Chinese company chose to stay in
Raleigh for R&D: “[The company] wanted to expand its investment in R&D, and the
Raleigh area offered great human resources through the location’s access to NC’s
Research Triangle—a region anchored by NC State University, Duke, and the
University of NC at Chapel Hill.”
o Apparel company: “Chicago is home to a tremendous amount of digital expertise,
such as Internet and social media companies, and [the company] found that available
human resources complemented the company’s desired business model.”
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1.iv. Proximity to research institutions / academic institutions / technical partners (access to
expertise, research collaboration)
 Metro Areas Target True Global Specializations, 2015: “…firms are drawn to a metro area
... by the region’s unique specializations—including [among other things] research
institutions…”
Among the specific FDI examples we examined:
 Brazilian biopharma company said of its selection of an innovation center: “By
establishing [our] operations in Rockville, Maryland, we have access to one of the U.S.’s
top life sciences communities… Moreover, there is established infrastructure and support
from companies, universities, NIH and FDA.”
 French biopharma company said it needed: "proximity to superior research and medical
facilities." It located in a mixed-use technology park (where more than 90 incubator
companies are located), which is adjacent to the University of Medicine and Dentistry of
NJ, the NJ Institute of Technology, and Rutgers.
Technical know-how can also come from partner companies (as well as research institutions and
a shared pool of skilled employees):
 Faces of Chinese Investment, 2012: Advice from a company that invested in the U.S.:
“Find a location that maximizes access to … technical partners…” (as well as customers
and talent)
 German technology company: “Establishing a R&D hub in Chicago is a huge opportunity
for [our company] to leverage the extremely talented tech community here."
 According to a Maine trade organization interviewed, “University and R&D infrastructure
are valuable assets to sell…” particularly in its key target sectors such as advanced
material labs for composites. In addition, for its natural resource-based industries such as
seafood and forestry, its global competitors – Vancouver and Norway – have invested
heavily in R&D resources. Maine understands that it cannot afford to be disadvantaged in
this area.
2. Proximity or distance from other company facilities and HQ
2.i. Proximity to home country
Discussion in secondary research:
 Size, Location and Agglomeration of Inward FDI, 2012: “The continued relevance of
distance between investor country and the investment state suggests that politicians need
to factor this in when trying to lure investments into their states. Politicians on, for
example, the East Coast can hope to attract larger investments from Europe than from
Asia, while politicians in border states to Canada can hope to attract larger investments
from their northern neighbor than politicians in New Mexico when all other conditions are
equal.”
 The Case of Chinese FDI in Canada, 2015: "…closer provinces are more likely to be chosen
as FDI locations by Chinese firms than geographically distant provinces."
 Canadian installation/maintenance company selected a site in New Hampshire that is 2
hours south of its headquarters
Reduced travel time may be the primary reason this factor influences site selection. But a
Syracuse Brookings GCI plan also cites its “overlapping business hours with Europe” as an
additional advantage for European companies to choose New York (CenterState New York
9
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Global Investment Initiative). A Maine trade organization also claimed in an interview that the
state’s proximity to Canada and Europe were assets for FDI.
2.ii. Proximity to other company sites / facilities
This appears to be due to the ease of traveling between facilities for U.S.-based employees as
well as for foreign visiting managers. Example:
 Finnish company established a new manufacturing facility, 70 miles away from its U.S. HQ
in Minnesota, citing the location's proximity as a draw.
2.iii. Distance from other company sites – to better serve the U.S. market
The converse to proximity (2.ii. above) is geographic dispersion (within a country or region) as
an objective in site selection. Often, distance between facilities improves a company’s ability to
serve the market and reduce lead time.
Among the specific FDI examples we examined:
 German yogurt company with U.S. headquarters in Vermont selected new site in Arizona
to target West Coast market.
 Dutch printing company that was serving U.S. customers from a large facility in Ontario,
Canada, established a plant in Nevada because customers want product "as soon as
possible" and "providing three-day fulfillment (from Ontario) to areas west of the Rockies
[was] challenging."
 German high-end building material company had a training facility in New Hampshire.
When it decided to build a second training facility it said: "obviously [we] needed to go to
the West since New England isn't easy to get to."
3. Geographic position to serve U.S. customer base effectively
Related to 2.iii. (above) are foreign investors who choose their first/only U.S. site based on
customer proximity. Among the specific FDI examples we examined:
 German yogurt manufacturer seeking location with access to organic milk farmers and
West Coast customers, landed in Arizona.
 Irish convenience food manufacturer (fresh sandwiches) chose Rhode Island to access
large markets in Boston and New York City.
 Faces of Chinese Investment, 2012:
o Freight forwarder chose Nebraska in part because of its “central location and
convenient access to U.S. transportation arteries.”
o High-end aluminum extrusion manufacturer chose Indiana in part because “the
Midwest region represents more than 65% of [its] U.S. market.”
o When a lawn mower manufacturer acquired a power equipment manufacturer in
Nebraska, it moved all of its U.S. operations to that location stating that it was
“more centrally located and made a better operating base for shipping mowers to
its major markets in the U.S. Southeast, Northeast, and Midwest.”
EDOs interviewed that claimed to focus on location:
 A Tennessee trade organization said in an interview: “We come out of the gate saying:
location, location, location. Our pitch for Tennessee is our geographic position in the
country.” Of an major appliance FDI in their state: “location was key. Appliances are bulky;
expensive [to ship because] it’s a lot of air to ship …so [the company] wanted to make it in
closer proximity to its customer base in U.S.”
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According to a Maine interviewee, the state promotes the fact that “same day
distribution” can reach 60 million people from Montreal to DC.

4. Quality of life issues including proximity to large cities
Discussion in secondary research:
 Faces of Chinese Investment, 2012 suggests that “proximity to big cities” is a site
advantage.
 The Syracuse Brookings FDI plan cited proximity to northeast metro areas as a regional
strength: “…work in Syracuse during the week, spend weekends in Buffalo, Toronto,
Ottawa, Montreal, Boston, New York City, Baltimore, Washington, D.C., Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh or Cleveland.” (CenterState New York Global Investment Initiative)
From specific FDI examples:
 German building materials company chose to build a new training facility near Denver:
“Company research showed the Denver area was the best place [for them].” Company
official said, “It matches the culture of our company" "Our company is a work hard, play
hard company." "This area just fits for us and the kind of environment we wanted to
have."
 In Faces of Chinese Investment, 2012, a lawn mower company said of its selected site: “It
is a very friendly community, and people in the Midwest are really sincere and honest.
The air is very fresh. People in the capital often come to ask how they can help us. I enjoy
being here.”
5. Transportation infrastructure
Serving the large U.S. market often requires efficient transportation infrastructure. Further,
foreign companies planning on exporting from their U.S. sites may also prioritize locations with
access to ports or airports.
 Strategies and Determinants FDI Attraction, 2015 includes “transport” as one of the
“crucial” factors in site selection.
 IBM - Global Location Trends 2016 suggests that one of the reasons that U.S. southern
states are strong in FDI manufacturing growth is “good logistics infrastructure.”
 Location Notebook - Foreign Investment Making a Powerful Impact in Tennessee, 2017
supports the IBM Global Location Trends statement above, relative to Tennessee:
“Tennessee eclipses all states in FDI” in part because of “geographic location advantages.
Roughly three quarters of the nation’s population is within a day’s drive… and there are
solid transportation assets for connecting with end-users and suppliers — by road, rail, air,
and water.”
Specific FDI examples:
 German yogurt manufacturer said it chose Arizona because of its infrastructure
 Several foreign companies chose Louisiana because of transportation infrastructure:
o Chinese methanol producer narrowed site selection to Texas and Louisiana because
other shale sites in the U.S. did not have easy ocean access (company planned to
export and ship product back to Chinese markets).
o Canadian methanol producer chose Louisiana over other states, saying it had "prime
access to multiple modes of transportation" including “Canadian National Railway,
Mississippi River and highway system”.
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South African ethanol producer selected Louisiana, emphasizing “access to robust
transport infrastructure - port (Lake Charles and Houston), road, rail, pipeline…” as
assets of the site.
Examples from Faces of Chinese Investment, 2012:
o Large appliance manufacturer that was one of the first Chinese companies to
“establish a major manufacturing facility in the U.S.” said that one of the most
important factors in its site selection for its multiple plants in the U.S. was “proximity
to port facilities to ship components and capital goods.”
o High end aluminum manufacturer chose Indiana in part because of its “access to the
region’s excellent transportation infrastructure…”
o Heavy equipment manufacturer chose an Atlanta suburb in part because of the site’s
“convenient access to transportation facilities: the Hartsfield-Jackson Intl Airport, the
Port of Savannah, and three major interstates. This access to diverse air, sea, and land
transportation made distribution of [its] products both cost efficient and convenient,
fulfilling [its] investment motive to reduce the time needed to bring products to
market.”
o



Interviewees also talked about the benefits of transportation infrastructure assets:
 According to a consultant of EDOs, one of the key drivers to site selection (including for
FDI) is “access to unique infrastructure” which includes assets such as a deep-water port
or multiple Class I railroad lines.
 A Georgia EDO claimed that the Savanah port project (deepening the harbor to
accommodate larger vessels) will have “substantial impact” on FDI attraction efforts. It
also discussed the benefit of the new Appalachian Regional Port – an inland port in
northern Georgia that will provide direct rail access to the Port of Savannah, eliminating
over 350 trucking miles through the state.
 Maine trade organization: an Icelandic FDI that chose the state, now provides an
infrastructure asset: a direct ship line (versus using a feeder vessel to a bigger port) to
Northern Europe, which offers a significant benefit to the state’s food (particularly
seafood) industry.
6. Familiarity; residents from home country; previous investment from home country
Academic literature describes an entry cost for a foreign company in investing abroad as
“Liability of Foreignness” (LOF).
 The Case of Chinese FDI in Canada, 2015: “LOF deals primarily with the fact that,
multinational enterprises (MNEs) doing business abroad face costs (Hymer, 1976;
Kindleberger, 1969) arising from the unfamiliarity of the environment, from cultural,
political, and economic differences, and from the need for coordination across geographic
distances (Zaheer, 1995, p. 341). It is argued LOF presents barriers to entry for foreign
firms and that the psychic distances (i.e. environmental, cultural, political, and economic
differences) between two developed economies (such as Canada and Germany) are less
than those between developed and developing economies (such as Canada and China)
(Ronen & Shenkar, 2013).”
 Chinese FDI in the U.S., 2013 supports the notion of overcoming LOF: “Chinese firms
choose locations where personal relationships and industry-specific supports are in place
and can be leveraged to the firms’ benefit.”
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Determinants that mitigate LOF can range in importance from merely tipping the scales in site
selection to being key in decision-making. (See Honda story in III.9.iv below.)
Two interviewees suggested that getting the first FDI is a challenge because of LOF:
 Montana trade organization: getting the first FDI (from any country) may be the most
difficult because no one wants to be the “first [foreign company] in a market.” He said,
“Having a success story to point to helps assuage the fears of foreign companies.”
 Highly successful Mississippi EDO said of FDI: “I’ll tell you, once you land the first one –
two – three, it’s easier for the next four – five – six. Because companies know that you’re
open for business and that they’re welcome.”
Specific selection factors that allow foreign investors to feel more comfortable with a location
are discussed below:
6.i. Residents from home country in area; previous investment from home country in area
Academic literature suggests that having countrymen in an area may help to draw additional FDI
from that country.
 Strategies and Determinants FDI Attraction, 2015: “A study of foreign direct investment in
U.S.A. ascertained that a presence of other Japanese companies in the country will attract
other Japanese firms to invest (Kotabe, 1993).”
 Size, Location and Agglomeration of Inward FDI, 2012:
o “HEAD et al. (1995, 1999) demonstrated, even stronger agglomeration effects [than
FDIs in general] can be found between investments from the same home country.”
o “… the findings of HEAD et al. (1995) and BARRY et al. (2003) [suggests] that there can
be a considerable herding effect, a ‘follow-the-leader’ or demonstration effect, that
need not necessarily be based on externalities in the traditional sense. Growing stocks
of FDI from one country could entice large investments from the same country into
neighbouring states and presumably into the same state as well.”
o “… in rural states, the results speak in favour of policies that seek to create
agglomerations of investments from the same home countries. Furthermore, the
positive cross-state effects on investments from the same home country suggests that
building up investments from one country will attract relatively large investments
from the same country into the same and surrounding states.”
 Chinese FDI in the U.S., 2013:
o “We find the variables corresponding to network effects (i.e., cultural proximity and
the extent of prior Chinese investment) were among the strongest predictors of
investment outcomes...we find that for states in which the Chinese population
exceeds 1.45% of the total population, the state’s odds of realizing an investment
were 122% greater, all else being equal... Similarly, the strength of the extent of prior
investment when it comes to luring investment capital from China indicates that
building up momentum could be critical. States will likely find it advantageous to have
a prior track record of realizing more than one prior instance of Chinese investment as
this increased the odds of a positive outcome by 67%.”
o This paper suggests that the above phenomena may be a function of the Chinese
system of Guanxi, through which business is facilitated. It is the social networks and
person-to-person relationships that Chinese businessmen rely on to make decisions.
The authors say where western multinational companies may “trust independent
consultants or advisors… Chinese firms more often rely on a guanxi network for
business- related information.”
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Interviewees also claimed that having countrymen in an area can make a difference in site
selection.
 Tennessee trade organization: LG considered neighboring states but it “helped that
Hankook (also Korean) announced their tire manufacturing in Tennessee [in] 2013. The
companies knew each other. This was a tremendous asset. They are now located very
close to each other, about 5 miles. This may not have sealed the deal, but it gives
comfort… you can speak to someone in their native language and shared culture.”
o On the other hand, this same organization believed they lost a Toyota or Mazda plant
because Tennessee is perceived as “Nissan” guys because the company “gets a lot of
attention from us. Having another OEM was perceived as [having] to compete for
attention. So, we lost that.”
 A Mississippi EDO connects foreign prospects with countrymen from the local university
(students or staff) because “it makes foreign companies feel good.” He gave an example of
a professor from Korea that helped with a Korean prospect: “…He was in on all the calls.
He’s a native Korean and he was our translator but also he gave us credibility.” And in
another example, his staff went out of their way to connect a Japanese prospect with the
local Asian market, because the prospect wanted to convince himself that “the place
wasn’t just for show.”
6.ii. Other familiarity with location (e.g. time spent in the U.S. as a student)
Another type of familiarity with the U.S. may come from time spent here with family, on
business, or as a student.
 Chinese FDI in the U.S., 2013 suggests that an aluminum manufacturer invested $100
million in Indiana in part because the company president received his graduate degree
from Purdue University (in Indiana): “[The university] experience was pivotal in his
business success, which also contributed to the location choice.”
7. Factor costs and taxes, and other operating factors
This category includes:
 Factor costs and taxes such as utility rates, labor cost / unionization, real estate cost, and
taxes.
 Other operating and siting factors that are not program-related such as real estate
availability, utility infrastructure availability (e.g. ample water or electricity or waste water
capacity), and regulatory compliance / permitting issues. (Note: program-related siting
factors such as site readiness programs are discussed in III.9.)
Research studies disagree on whether or not there is a correlation between FDI and factors such
as unionization, wage rates (higher or lower), and tax type or tax rates. This inconsistency may
be driven by the fact that these factors may or may not be key in individual FDI decisions:
 In certain industries (such as auto), low wages and non-unionization may be key
determinants for some foreign companies but may not be critical for all (see European
Automakers Look to North America, 2014 quote under Section IV. below).
 General unemployment figures are probably inconsequential for a number of foreign
companies, which are looking for availability of a specific type of worker.
 Tax type or tax rates may be a factor for some foreign companies but are probably not a
sole site selection determinant.
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Further, there may exist a correlation but not causal relationship between FDI levels and some
of these determinants:
 FDI is more prevalent in metro areas which tend to be higher wage.
 Higher wage is also associated with higher skills, which is often a decision-making factor
(but all things being equal, no company desires a higher wage site).
However, outside the academic world, costs and other operating factors do appear to be
considerations in FDI site decisions:
 The Nevada Site Selection Factors list includes (among other factors): labor costs, real
estate availability, real estate costs, utility infrastructure, utility costs, transportation
costs, state and local tax structure, and business permitting / regulatory structure.
 IBM- Global Location Trends 2016 claims that among the reasons that Tennessee, Texas,
South Carolina, Georgia and Alabama are strong in FDI growth is that they offer
competitive operating costs.
Further, in FDI announcement articles, a few foreign companies mentioned cost factors as key
determinants for site selection:
 Dubai manufacturer of steel pipes for the oil & gas industry chose Buffalo over Houston in
part because the company was given low-cost hydropower (“40% lower than wholesale
electric in the area”).
 Canadian yarn-spinning and apparel manufacturer said that "competitive energy rates…
are central to our expansion projects" and claimed to have chosen sites in North Carolina
in large part because of local power sources.
 Chinese solar panel manufacturer said the local California utility “played a significant role
[in its site selection] by offering a special pricing structure available to new or expanding
companies that will use significant amounts of energy and will bring new jobs to the
region. [The utility] was also able to demonstrate high power quality and reliability ratings
— an important consideration [for the company]”.
 Of a Japanese tire company’s selection of Mississippi, Deloitte’s Real Estate & Location
Strategy practice said: “[the site] offers the optimal mix of cost and operating conditions
advantages that [the company] is seeking to achieve.”
In interviews, organizations from Florida, Tennessee, Montana, Nevada, and Maine claimed to
stress good business climate or low costs in FDI attraction efforts.
Although low costs can be a site selection determinant, the availability of real estate and, or
other factors such as high capacity utility infrastructure may be site selection requirements.
[Note although real estate development programs are mentioned here, this topic is covered
more thoroughly in III.9.i.]
7.i. Availability of real estate, including necessary utility infrastructure.
In interviews, two EDOs who have been highly successful in FDI attraction, cited this type of
availability as core strengths:
 Indiana: “You need to be specific about what you have. For us- our history is heavy
manufacturing. This means we have … a lot of power, water and sewer capacity.” “[This
area attracts foreign companies who ask:] How much waste water am I going to generate,
and can the location handle that? ... How much capacity is there for power or waste water
disposal, and can I easily expand?” In addition, in 1987 (according to the organization’s
website) it began developing industrial parks, “in response to a lack of available industrial
property in the area…”
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Mississippi: An area that had very little development was “turned around” in part by
getting TVA Megasite certification (large tracts of land that are project-ready). “[For] FDI
or U.S. investment, we carved out a niche: large, robust sites with access to water, sewer,
natural gas. Transportation is pretty good - not great, there are other places with better.
[But] we’ve carved out a niche with super projects (hundreds of millions and up; large
acreage) … These companies are looking for a place that’s ready to go… this is our niche: I
can look them square in the eye and say – everything’s done and ready to go. You can
start building in 60-90 days. Water is in place. Sewer is in place... They don’t have to worry
about it.”

Other interviewees support this notion that real estate availability is critical:
 Consultant to EDOs: “In some rural areas, real estate isn’t even close to being ready. They
have no available sites that are ready to go. Companies don’t want to start from scratch. If
you don’t have anything to offer, they’ll move on…”
And in some cases, the availability of constructed space may seal the deal:
 Indiana EDO interviewed: “We have local partners who have developed spec space for
investment if our leads show a need. If you wait until you get the lead, it’s too late.”
 In an FDI announcement, an Israeli manufacturer of raw material for the plastic industry
chose a site in Indiana where an empty spec building was “a big selling point.” The local
EDO said, “by the shell already being there, that will allow them to be up and operational
[in a few months]."
 Tennessee trade organization interviewed: “Site was available after lots of investment by
Hemlock semiconductor, and then Hemlock went belly up, so Hankook got the benefit of
previous investment in the site. Hankook took a big piece of the site…”
8. Workforce – general skills and availability
Papers and studies emphasize the general importance of workforce skills as a key site selection
factor (Note: skilled workforce is discussed above under III.1.iii.)
 Strategies and Determinants FDI Attraction, 2015: “knowledge and workforce skills as well
as productivity aspects have a significant impact in attracting and retaining foreign direct
investment (Monaghan, 2012)”
 CFO Insourcing Survey, 2016: “Proximity to customers and access to talented employees
are the most important drivers when companies choose between regions in the United
States.”
Many interviewees stressed the importance of available workforce in FDI attraction:
 Consultant to EDOs: “… there are workforce challenges. Some communities don’t have
enough available workforce or don’t have the appropriate talent. These communities have
to focus on improving their core businesses and assets before they think about FDI.”
 Highly successful EDO in Indiana: “Most [investment decisions] ends up being about
people – workforce… We did a recon of our own workforce issues. We needed to know
how we compared (to other regions). We needed to know what the standard package is
for workforce recruitment, so we could put together a portfolio of information (for the
prospective company) – so they can make a tactical decision. We care about: how’s your
employment? Are you finding the people you want? This is important to us. When [a
foreign company] gets a call from a prospective company wanting to know about
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[workforce issues] in the area, I want to know what they’re going to tell that prospect. If
there’s a problem, I need to find a solution.”
A Tennessee trade organization ranked workforce as the second most important asset in
pitching the state to foreign companies. Also, regarding an LG FDI: “Fort Campbell
discharges 500-600 soldiers every month – regularly pumping out an attractive workforce
– that was very important to them.”
Maine trade organization: workforce and training/ education are among the top 3 areas
that are important to foreign companies. Of Maine, she said that having a small
population was a weakness (not having a “big enough workforce”) but that they counter
this with “higher employee retention rates than say New York or San Francisco” and
“higher productivity.”

The existence of academic institutions that provide sources of technically skilled workers were
also cited in Faces of Chinese Investment, 2012 (Note these examples could also be located
under III.1.iii):
 Heavy equipment manufacturer: “Company was attracted to Peachtree City because of
the region’s access to human resources and technical expertise at nearby academic
institutions.”
 Freight forwarder: “the Greater Omaha area offered convenient access to logistics
education degree programs at nearby academic institutions.”

Whereas, the preceding categories (1-8) are largely fixed / slow changing determinants, the
programs/policies/practices described below are controllable and can be powerful decision-making
factors.
9. Programs, Policies and Practices
9.i. Fast Start or Site Readiness programs
As discussed in III.7.i., real estate availability can be a site selection requirement for FDI (as it is
for domestic companies).
In specific FDI announcements, some foreign companies cited – as critical to their decision –
programs and practices that allow companies to develop property quickly, reduce risk (of delays
in permitting and other site preparation), and/or reduce cost (e.g. because access roads or
utility capacity is already in place):
 Portuguese fruit processing manufacturer claimed that key to its selection was “a
commitment that [the town in Idaho] is ready and currently in position to guarantee that
[we] can start immediately with the construction of our factory in order to meet our
objectives..."
 Irish convenience food manufacturer chose Rhode Island over Massachusetts (where it
already had facilities), saying, “In searching for the right location, we wanted to find a
place where we could build quickly...” “The site readiness program was a big draw for us
because we’ve got a big commercial pressure on us to get things done quickly.” "We
compete with neighboring states for business growth and having pre-permitted, shovelready land available makes us more competitive.”
 Canadian methanol producer chose Louisiana over Texas in part because the state is
“proactive in permitting,” indicating that it received its air permits quickly.
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German building material company said that one of the benefits of the site it chose in
Colorado is “Land use has been optimized to position the company for future growth and
development at the site.”

We heard similar sentiments in interviews:
 Mississippi EDO: “A year ago we opened our 4th [TVA] Megasite. We’re working with a
German company – I believe they’re German – now, looking at the site… They want to
start moving dirt in February. That’s less than 3 months! They can’t afford to wait. Once
they’ve made their decision, they have to get moving. They can do that here because we
own the land. We own the water, the roads, the sewage. The environmental is done.
There are no wetlands to worry about or whatever. We have to get a railroad spur put in,
but that’s fine – it’s just across the road. And the permitting – it’s just with the county, not
the state or federal – so it’s easy.”
 Consultant to EDOs: “In Iowa they have a Certified Site Program. They’ve developed a 500acre site. All the permits are done. Companies are ready to go. Without this, communities
won’t even get to the point of FDI…”
9.ii. Workforce training
As discussed in III.1.iii and III.8., availability of a workforce appropriate to a company’s needs is
critical in site selection decisions.
In specific FDI announcements, foreign companies cited workforce training programs that will
provide the needed workforce as key to their site selection:
 A Japanese tire manufacturer chose an out-of-the-way site in Mississippi in large part
because of the East Mississippi Community College training program. “Even though the
dirt is still being churned at the site of the future Yokohama Tire plant, [EMCC is] already
training a pool of workers… Even though they only need 500 employees, they'll have 5,000
ready to go before Yokohama ever opens its doors."
 2 methanol producers (Chinese and Canadian) that chose sites in Louisiana, anticipated
the use of the state’s LED (Louisiana Department of Economic Development) FastStart
workforce training program.
 After an Israeli auto supplier announced its FDI decision, “company officials met with
WorkOne [Indiana] staff to start discussing what skills and training the company's workers
would need.”
 Canadian service/installation company: “We chose northern New Hampshire because we
know that labor is available... The town and surrounding region also have an ample and
skilled work force that [we] can draw from…" "[we are] looking forward to working closely
with the White Mountains Community College…"
 Canadian building materials company: “Funding and services to support the company’s
employee training activities will be provided through the Virginia Jobs Investment
Program.”
 Faces of Chinese Investment, 2012: One of the reasons a high-end aluminum manufacturer
chose Indiana: “ultimately… selected Lafayette because… of high-quality engineering and
technical resources at Purdue University and nearby community colleges. Local talent can
help innovate products and provide expertise on how to operate successfully in the U.S.
market. The company did this by establishing a cooperative partnership with Purdue that
gives engineering students internship and employment opportunities at the company. In
exchange, Purdue provides recruitment and training services for the company…”
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As discussed in III.8. many EDOs interviewed discussed the importance of workforce availability,
and often touted their training programs (e.g. organizations from Florida, Georgia, Maine,
Montana, and Tennessee).
 Georgia and Tennessee also claimed that workforce development programs were a key
asset for them in FDI attraction.
9.iii. Sister Cities Programs and other programs that develop relationships between specific
locations
When states or regions target a country or a city within a country for FDI (and often export)
promotion, this effort may increase FDI by forging relationships.
 Chinese FDI in the U.S., 2013: Indiana is establishing sister cities in China. "FDI attraction
will be enhanced and occur more quickly with the sister city developments."
 Faces of Chinese Investment, 2012: “The state government has worked hard to make
Georgia a welcoming place for Chinese investment. Georgia operates an economic
development office in Beijing, and China is currently Georgia’s second-largest trading
partner.”
Interviewees also stressed the effectiveness of building relationships:
 International rep: “You could read a textbook on how to do this, but it won’t help you. It’s
about relationships – creating a network, networking… You could put the concepts in a
manual, but it’s about relationships and trust… For a really good outcome, you need 7-10
years of developing relationships.”
 A highly successful Indiana EDO interviewed uses Sister City relationships for mutual
benefit: “For example, our sister city in China put together a symposium for us when we
went there. They hosted it and paid for refreshments. They recruited 20-40 companies to
show up.”
 A consultant to EDOs explained that rural communities often do not have much budget for
FDI but they can create targeted relationships abroad. “We have a client that created
some relationships in the Netherlands and Japan… They’ve reached out to trade industry
groups in those countries (related to the cluster assets they have).”
9.iv. Welcoming and supportive environment and message
For some foreign companies, a sense of welcome and support from EDOs, politicians, and even
residents may contribute to their site selection. These types of programs strive to mitigate the
“Liability of Foreignness” discussed in III.6.
 Chinese FDI in the U.S., 2013 claims that this was a primary reason for site selection for
Honda (a Japanese company) in Indiana: “In 2006, in what has been referred to as an
‘unexplainable’ turn of events, Honda turned down more lucrative incentives in both Ohio
and Wisconsin, instead opting to build its new $550 million automotive plant… in the small
town of Greensburg, Indiana (WTHR, 2006)… Indiana won out largely due to the sheer
enthusiasm exhibited by Greensburg residents. The community engaged in an ambitious
letter-writing campaign targeting members of the Honda Board of Directors and sent a
photo portraying 100 Greensburg residents gathered in formation of a giant letter H. A top
executive with Honda North America [explained] the unprecedented decision: ‘‘It’s the
first time we’ve ever seen this kind of display from an American community.”
In specific FDI announcements, some foreign companies claimed that this helped sway their site
selection choice:
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Canadian methanol producer on selecting Louisiana: "[this] is a positive environment in
which to do business." "…highly supportive nature of parish and state-level government…
This was the one location that was the most proactive and helpful jurisdiction to do a
project."
Portuguese processed fruit manufacturer chose a small city in Idaho (of which a city
administrator said: “It’s been many decades since we’ve had a business this size locate
[here]”). A contingent that included the state was “proactive in bringing the business…”
The company CEO said: “The City of Rupert has been a wonderful and supportive partner
through the long and sometimes difficult process of planning a state-of-the-art food
processing facility” and “After looking at locations in Idaho, Utah, Wyoming and Nevada,
we selected the city of Rupert because of the sense of their community…"
Canadian service/installation company thanked [New Hampshire Division of Economic
Development] for “[doing] a wonderful job helping a Quebec company like us feel at
home. They showed us how to navigate everything from real estate, visas, labor, payroll
and business incorporation.” The company explored the idea of investing in a facility in
the U.S. for several years with the NH Division of Economic Development.
Israeli manufacturers selecting Indiana:
o Auto supplier: “The support of the state and local authorities is an important factor in
deciding on Richmond, Indiana.”
o Plastic tray manufacturer: “Following a long review, Indiana is a very friendly place
for new business coming to the Midwest.”

In Faces of Chinese Investment, 2012 this determinant was described as a factor in the following
foreign company decisions:
 Auto / solar supplier selected Illinois: “For the company, two major factors in selecting a
location were proximity to customers and a welcoming environment… feeling “at home” is
important to the company. The company was warmly welcomed by officials.”
 Pipe manufacturer for the oil & gas industry: “Company found the state and city
governments to be supportive of the company’s investment, and the local governments
even invested to improve the roads outside of [our] property. This level of concrete
support generated practical benefits for [us] and made [us] feel welcomed in the Corpus
Christi area.”
 For a freight forwarder, $500k from the U.S. HUD for a Community Development Block
Grant “was not a principal reason for investing in Nebraska, [but] it contributed to the
company’s positive view of the Greater Omaha business environment and added to the
company’s confidence to invest there.”
A highly successful Indiana EDO interviewed described the following programs / practices used
by their organization to help prospective foreign companies to be comfortable:
 “We try to introduce the foreign company to someone from the international center (in
the region). If you don’t have one in your area, then you have to figure out who you have
in the area that can speak to them. We have an Asian community about 45 miles from
here. They can talk [to the company rep] about the international school – because that’s
important to them. They can talk about these assets.”
 “I’ll tell you what else makes a huge difference. I’ve got business cards in 5 languages. Our
marketing material too is in multiple languages. I can’t tell you how impressed companies
are that you made that effort. It’s not that big of a deal but you’ve gone through the effort
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of making sure that the translation is correct, and so on. We try to provide as much
information as possible in their language.”
9.v. Investment promotion spending in general, including having an investment promotion
agency
FDI-Agglomeration Economies, 2003 found a positive correlation between promotion dollars
spent to attract FDI and number of greenfield FDI:
 “Increase in promotion expenditures by one standard deviation ($0.511 million) in the
average state raises its annual FDI attraction (measured as number of FDI greenfield) by
about 0.8 investments…” (p.70)
 “Promotion expenditures can be used as a policy tool to offset the lack of urban
population and manufacturing base associated with agglomeration economies.” (p.71) 2
However, Regional FDI Potential, 2012 claims that academic papers are inconclusive on whether
promotional spending has an effect on FDI.
 “… literature is uncertain whether state promotional programs are successful.” 3
Other potential reasons why academic papers are not conclusive on promotional spending:
 Promotional spending that improves awareness may not be enough to offset lack of
desirable regional strengths.
 Regions may experience diminishing returns with promotional spending (i.e. it may not
always be a case of “spend more, get more”).
 Some spending may be more effective than others. For example, targeted messaging
about specific cluster attributes may be more effective than a general branding campaign.
9.vi. Aftercare programs
Aftercare programs affect FDI investment in two ways:
 Successful FDI will more likely lead to expansions (which is a key component of FDI).
 Through interviewees, we learned that prospective foreign companies will contact other
foreign companies in an area as part of their decision-making process. Happy and
successful foreign companies will help attract additional FDI.
Aftercare efforts described in interviews:
 Georgia EDO: “Forsyth County hired individuals fluent in German language and culture to
work with families of foreign investors and workers…”
 Mississippi EDO: “[After the site selection decision has been made], I assign one of my key
people, one of my staff to a company, to be at their beck and call. I don’t want them to
ever wonder about anything. I want them to just call us. Anything you need… So, they take
them to see realtors for housing – rent, buy, whatever. They go with them to enroll their
kids in school… There’s a Japanese Saturday school in Mississippi- because Nissan, Toyota,
and now Yokohama Tire is [in Mississippi]. We take them to the Japanese Saturday school
because they want their kids to keep up with their Japanese… One of the [local
elementary school] teachers, she put name tags on stuff in the room: desk, chair, TV,
whatever. She put the Japanese word and the American – the English- word. So now, the
2

Note: authors also offered the following reasons for potential bias in their work: promotion data obtained from
National Association of State Development Agencies’ (NASDA) State Export Program Database; authors claim data
is incomplete and possibly inaccurate. Other reasons for possible bias are listed on p.71 of this paper.
3

Note: 3 studies are discussed on p.307 of the paper.
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American kids learned the Japanese word, and it helped the Japanese kid learn English…
We want them to feel at home, to feel welcome.”
Although aftercare is considered business retention by some, the highly successful EDO in
Mississippi quoted above told us that one of its keys to FDI success was the expansions that took
place (or are scheduled to take place). He cited their aftercare program as key to this.
 “But what people miss is that it’s important too to make sure the foreign company
understands OUR culture.” He then relayed a story about helping a foreign manager to
adjust his behavior in order to foster loyalty and pride in his local employees. “You need to
worry about helping them to be successful.”
According to secondary research and interviewees, foreign companies will talk to each other. If
they are struggling or are unhappy, prospects will hear about it.
 Indiana EDO interviewed: “Japanese companies – and not just Japanese companies – all
talk to each other...They’ll verify with each other.”
 As discussed in III.6.i.: “Chinese firms … rely on a guanxi network (social networks and
person-to-person relationships that Chinese businessmen rely on to make decisions) for
business- related information.” (Chinese FDI in the U.S., 2013)
 Site selection consultant interviewed: foreign companies will want to “talk to similar
companies about their experience operating in that community. Much of that discussion is
about talent and labor, but also may be about their working relationship with the
government, permitting process, bringing in talent from another country… often the
intangibles.”
9.vii. Incentives
According to CFO Insourcing Survey, 2016:
 “Economic and tax incentives help attract insourcing companies, and states should also
work to ensure that their tax and procurement policies align with international norms and
standards.”
 “CFOs say that tax incentives (including credits, refunds, exemptions, and deductions) and
other state incentives, such as utility rate breaks, and grants for workforce training have
historically been the most valuable types of incentives. Non-tax financial incentives like
bonds, loans, and loan guarantees are less attractive to CFOs.”
In half of the specific FDI examples we examined, incentives were described as being part of the
“package” and in the following examples, incentives were specified as one of the key reasons for
site selection:
 Dubai supplier to the oil & gas industry said it will cost “at least 25%” less to start
operations in Buffalo than Houston.” Total incentives: $10.4mm. Up to $6.4mm in
Excelsior Jobs Program tax credits; Erie County Industrial Development Agency offered a
$2mm “forgivable loan” toward site development costs; and Western NY Power Proceeds
Allocation Board recommended $2mm.
 Dutch printing company: “[We are] aware of the benefits of the State Incentive Program,
and this is a critical factor in deciding to locate our manufacturing operations in Reno.
 German packaging systems company: "To help secure the project in Wisconsin, the
Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation (WEDC) is providing the company with up
to $300,000 in performance-based Business Development Tax Credits."
On the other hand, in two papers, some companies advise against being swayed by incentives
alone:
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Faces of Chinese Investment, 2012:
o “Although [incentives] can be a significant factor, other considerations such as
proximity to customers or technical talent might be even more important for your
company.”
o “Look beyond investment incentives to assess the broader needs of your company.
Does your company require an ecosystem with a well-developed supply chain and
customers nearby for success? If so, what localities can offer this environment?”
o “Incentives can be an enticing supplement, but they should not be the principal
reason for choosing a location.”
Chinese FDI in the U.S., 2013 describes an FDI, where significant incentives were eschewed
(also discussed in III.9.iv.):
o “Honda turned down more lucrative incentives in both Ohio and Wisconsin” choosing
Indiana instead because of an unprecedented display of enthusiasm by the
community to welcome the company to Greensburg.

Among interviewees, some agreed that incentives have a role, but isn’t paramount:
 Indiana EDO: “Incentives are sort of like websites: if you ask 10 different people, you’ll get
10 different answers. The answer is – it can make a difference. It can get the attention of
an investor. But, careers are on the line. They have to make a good decision. Their jobs or
their livelihoods are on the line. They’re not going to make a decision [based solely on
incentives] even if they could build for free. What if distribution costs go up 70% at a
certain site? They’ll eat up the free money (the incentives) within a year, and then what?
They can’t make decisions just on incentives. They need to know where they need to be.
They need to know which utility is there – like what’s the cost of water, if they use a lot of
it? How much waste water am I going to generate, and can the location handle that? They
need answers to: how much capacity is there for power or waste water disposal, and can I
easily expand? You have to know what you have, so you can tell them. If they have to
spend $3 billion to rebuild the local water plant – the incentive won’t make much
difference, will it? If two sites are close [in what they have to offer], the incentive might
make the difference.”
 Tennessee trade organization: “… the company must be profitable in Tennessee beyond
the incentives – which are only a piece of the decision. Not the largest piece – logistics
inbound and outbound, wages, qualified employees in the area – without those factors
being favorable, incentives won’t be enough. If these other factors are positive, then
incentives can make difference.”
 Pennsylvania EDO: Importance of incentives ranges from “region has been taken off short
list due to lack of incentives to ‘nice to have, sealed the deal, but not instrumental’.”
 Georgia EDO: Incentives are “important, but not a deciding factor”
Regarding the role of site selection consultants in incentives:
 In an interview, a site selection consultant explained the process from their point of view:
“once we have a short list (of sites), then we engage with communities… [and] look at real
estate / sites and incentives…” They transition to negotiations – presumably on incentives
– at this stage.
 On the other hand, a Florida organization described the role of site selection consultants
as trying “to extort from everyone, play[ing] every region off each other…”
Some interviewees discussed their state’s competitiveness with regard to incentives, which in
some cases helps determine the type of FDI they can effectively pursue:
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Florida trade organization: “We will not be able to compete for projects that want large
incentives…”
Tennessee trade organization: “We’re pretty darn competitive on incentives. A Belgian
company deciding between Alabama and Tennessee… Alabama – [offered] maybe a bit
more cash up front, so we came up with more in-kind training and other incentives, but it
was clear that we were close.” Overall, she said, she perceives Tennessee to be broadly
competitive, “but each state is different in approach… Some states may not have
discretionary funds but can go to the legislature to get funding. So, it can be hard to
compare – apples and oranges… Our discretionary allocation may not be more than other
states, but we use it differently. We can offer a training grant …that companies can use to
do their own training for workers. Other states have training programs where specific
institutions can work with companies – customize to them. In that case the funds may go
to the training or educational institution…”
Maine trade organization said they had to offer other reasons for foreign companies to
choose the state, “since we don’t offer a lot of incentives” “particularly with bigger
companies [whose attitude is] what can you do for me?” “Maine can’t offer cash up front
like some states,” she added.
Nevada trade organization said they do not compete based on incentives because there
are: “lots of similarities among states in incentives.”

9.viii. EB-5 and other immigration programs
 Chinese FDI in the U.S., 2013: “An increasingly important part of the incentives for Chinese
companies to invest in the United States is immigration. Immigration and/or the
availability of permanent residency is a driving factor in the decision of Chinese firms to
invest. All companies looking at Indiana ask about visa status and similar topics. The EB-5
immigration policy provides Chinese individuals the option to buy their way into the
United States and gain permanent residency. The option to immigrate with children and
educate them here increases the attractiveness of investing in Indiana for the Chinese.”
9.ix. Salesmanship
Some interviewees, including ones who have been very successful in FDI attraction, argue that
“closing the deal” requires more than having a package of the right assets and programs.
 International rep: “[Regions] are not good at going after the lead after we bring them…
This is essentially a sales job, this isn’t a job for bureaucrats…”
Some interviewees cited the need to make a connection:
 International rep: “Even if all the numbers are pointing in one direction, companies may
pick a place [where they made] a personal connection. There is always some flexibility in
business location. So even if the business case is slightly worse, you can be successful. This
can be a big differentiator - the individuality determinant. It’s not that common for a
business to make a (purely) numerical decision. Companies want someone to connect to.”
 The Mississippi EDO we interviewed has been covered by television, radio, and print
media for its success in attracting companies, including very large FDI. Many observers
have credited the head of the organization as personally responsible for the region’s
success. His thoughts on what has contributed to his region’s success are included
throughout this document, but with regard to the “sales” aspect of his region’s success, he
claimed: “With FDI, at some point, you need to make an emotional connection.”
Interviewees also cited “effort”:
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IV.

International rep: “They want somebody who wants to work with them (to make it work).
A [foreign company] chose North Carolina because when he got off the plane, the county
commissioner was waiting for him and said: Welcome; tell me what you need and we’ll
get it for you. And the guy produced, whatever the company needed, he produced.”
Mississippi EDO: “In all of these, we spend a lot of time learning their culture, you know:
what’s important to them. Like the Japanese- they’re in it for the long haul. You know –
beyond when we’re all dead. We don’t think like that. They do. I have to help my staff
understand them.” He learned what Japanese companies want in their employees and
told the CEO of the parent company of a Japanese prospect that “people here had been
loyal to Sara Lee for 3-4 generations and had their hearts torn out when the plant closed.”
He claims that this sealed the deal.
Highly successful Indiana EDO:
o “You have to be aggressive. It’s about going out there and getting it. No one is going
to get it for you. The state might do a little but I tell people: if you want it you have to
go get the leads and then sell it… There’s no such thing as second place in FDI.”
o “The more questions you have answers for, the more chance you’ll have that they’ll
follow-up with you. [i.e. that you won’t get crossed off the list of potential sites.] My
thing is: swing at every one [of your leads]. We can compete with anyone. We should
try hard for every one that comes our way. By practicing, you get better at it. You
know what they’ll ask. You’ll learn the things you need answers for. You need to
know: what’s our story? You need to practice it so you can tell it well – even if you
only tell it once a year. But the more you tell it, the better you get at it.”
Montana trade organization claimed that one region in its state has excelled, not because
it has better resources, “but they have done a good job of leveraging their resources… It’s
the nature of the director there. He has a scrappy attitude that has led them to seek
opportunities that others ignore.”

GENERAL AND OVERARCHING INSIGHTS
Secondary research and interviews suggest that there is not one determinant for FDI decisions. In
every specific FDI example we collected, multiple factors were cited by the company as key to its
investment decision.
Furthermore, European Automakers Look to North America, 2014 argues that even within
industries, or between competitors, objectives of FDI can differ, thus determinants will differ:
 "Even just 10 years ago [European car manufactures] considered only two [FDI] elements:
market potential and lower cost..." "[But now] firms are openly embracing the wide range of
siting choices available in North America and carefully building production capability that suits
multiple strategic objectives..."
 "Where Fiat may place greater value on buying into traditional U.S. industry infrastructure and
local brands, BMW finds the export links supporting its South Carolina operations vital to the
plant’s success and its overall global strategy. Mahle places a heavy weighting on good access
to a trainable and adaptive workforce, while ContiTech’s siting strategy focuses on supporting
both its automotive and non-automotive segments.”
 “These firms, their objectives, and even their methods can no longer be painted in a single
hue. They are each distilling the factors that have made their companies successful and
looking for ways to constructively introduce those elements into their overseas production..."
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Consultants and international reps interviewed agree that there is no one answer. One overseas
rep said, “There is no secret sauce. No top-level trends…”
 “The offer of the region must meet the need of a particular company at that time… Each
industry and company has different needs.”
 “[In addition] there’s been a shift in what is important in location decision-making factors. In
2000, 70% of decision related to cost, and today only 45% based on cost – now most decisions
are related to quality (proximity to customer, access to markets and supply chains) …”
 “But it depends on the industry. If you are in software and you need 50 software engineers so
you can start up tomorrow, then worker skill is critical. If it is heavy manufacturing company,
that is a different situation.”
Another overseas rep claimed that the factor that drives the ultimate decision is unpredictable.
 “[FDI] is not really a textbook situation. In 18 months, we brought in 3 (Israeli) FDI for Indianain different parts of the state. In each case, what drove them to make the decision was
different. You have to probe the company to understand what will make a difference…
o “In the Northwest Indiana case, [the company] would rather have been in Illinois – their
largest distributor is there, and their market is centered there… But the unemployment
cost analysis showed that over 10 years, Indiana would save them half a million dollars…
o “[For one of the other Israeli FDI, the decision maker] wanted to make sure the schools
would be good for the kids… all other things being equal…
o “[And in the third case] it was a special deal that included $100k in cash that was the
difference…
 “There is no way of predicting this upfront… A program or a tax rate might make the
difference in one case. But what makes 1 place successful this time won’t make someone else
successful another time… There is no prescriptive way.”
A site selection consultant claimed that for domestic companies, site selection is a “data pull
exercise,” but for FDI there is “more of a consideration of risk, and more qualitative consulting…”
 “It even becomes more like group therapy (including defining the problem) and less about
data. Or we may get involved helping them consider scenarios, “if this happens, then what?”
 Furthermore, foreign companies will want to “talk to similar companies about their
experience operating in that community. Much of that discussion is about talent and labor,
but also may be about their working relationship with the government, permitting process,
bringing in talent from another country… often the intangibles.”
This is good news for regions lacking globally recognized clusters or research institutions. The long
list of determinants discussed above demonstrates a wide range of attributes that a foreign
company may be seeking, and thus a wide range of strengths that a region can promote:
 Faces of Chinese Investment, 2012: “Different parts of the country will offer different
advantages for a Chinese company. The proximity to big cities, technical talent, transportation
hubs, policymakers, raw materials, customers, and other factors will vary across the country
…”
 European Automakers Look to North America, 2014: “Each nation, each state, even each city
or county can offer different approaches and advantages, giving interested firms the
opportunity to better match a location to its operating objectives, structure, and practices.”
 Metro Areas Target True Global Specializations, 2015: "… firms are drawn to a metro area not
by low costs or incentives, but by the region’s unique specializations… For many foreignowned firms … decisions about where to invest are often driven more by necessity than
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choice, because only a few regions truly offer the right combination of assets [for the
company].
Indiana EDO in an interview: “You need to be specific about what you have… You have to
know—what assets can you bring to who?”
Nevada trade organization: “We don’t try to be all things to all people, if we are not a match,
we are direct about it.”

The question for EDOs is not What determinants matter?, but rather What strengths do you have?
Identifying the types of foreign companies that care about your unique portfolio of strengths and
boosting your attractiveness by implementing the programs, policies, and practices described
above is the road to an effective FDI strategy.
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Appendix - Dataset of Example Individual FDI Investments


The example dataset is made up of specific FDI announcements from which we extracted valuable
insight on what foreign investors were reporting as key determinants for their site selection, which
provided the investor point of view.



This dataset is not utilized as a statistical representation, but rather provides examples of the types
of factors foreign companies used to select sites.



o

Focus was on what companies reported as being important (not statements from government
officials).

o

Note: It is acknowledged that media announcements may not be wholly accurate in terms of
site selection determinants, but we assumed that investor comments provided some insight
into their selection factors.

Profile:
o

N=56 announcements

o

3 sources:
 Site Selection Magazine’s 2014 list of FDI, based on survey of states. Not every state
responded. Most states that are included gave 1 or 2 of their largest FDI. Using this list,
we searched for individual FDI announcements. (n=20)
 OFII newsfeed (FDI announcements as they occur). We looked backwards over the past
year or so (2016-2017) and chose examples striving for a distribution (FDI type –
greenfield, expansion, M&A; industries; FOE countries; US geographies). We also tried
to select smaller FDI because we assumed Site Selection Magazine’s list skewed to larger
FDI. (n=20)
 Faces of Chinese Investment in the United States (Chamber of Commerce Report, 2012),
provided examples of Chinese FDI (greenfield, M&A, and JVs) (n=16)

o

Announcement dates range from
 Pre-2015 (n=36)
 2016-2017 (n=20)

o

Investment dollars range from $3mm to $11B
 Note: not all announcements included a dollar figure.

o

Count by type:
 34 greenfield (new operation)
 15 expansion
 9 M&A or JV
(Note: this sums to 58 because 1 site included 2 greenfields and 1 expansion)
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